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Abstract
The concept of sharing is a unique social practice that has been redefined and extended under vast horizon of “sharing economy” by means of influencing the energy of Web 2.0 technology. Besides the passing time since the evolution of this concept there is no one concrete definition yet designed to explain what is concept of sharing economy. The ideology encompasses very varied practices and sectors and covers an extensive spectrum of organizational dimensions, such as from profit making organizations to non-profit making organizations. The sharing economy is an idea that has encompassed its roots through contemporary economics at a massive scale and continues to present digitalization at its forefront. Moreover, the sharing economy has experienced rapid increase and has a persistent impact on society; it is presently supplied with absurdities and rigidities about its limitations, effects and logic. In addition, few believe that shared based economy as a substitute to market capitalism although in reality it strengthens capitalism. On one side of the coin if the share-based economy encourages ‘more sustainable intake and manufacturing practices, [it also] urge[s] the contemporary unsustainable economic paradigm.’ This study addresses the unique problem as a whole – offers a technique to investigate that takes account of the inner range, complexity and contradictions of the sharing economy under the global, institutional and economy level dimensions. In the subsequent, we first shed light on the characteristics of the share-based economy system as a theoretical concept and later on explain the concept with the aid of case study on shared bicycles which are not yet much explored in academic arena
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Introduction
Social business enterprises in the previous decade collected specific consideration from approach producers, scholastics, experts, and the overall population. It is a significant instrument to handle social difficulties and to react to them when the market and the open area don't. Social endeavors and social business visionaries make inventive activities and answers for unsolved social issues, putting worth social creation at the core of their central goal so as to take advantage of various people, 'networks' and different gatherings. Social business visionaries are depicted as "new motors for change" (Dees, 2007). Investigation of hypothetical and observational examinations permits to express that there is assortment of frames of mind on social business enterprise subject. Chowdhury and Santos (2010), Perrini, Vurro and Costanzo (2010) focus for further research on social endeavors scaling-up stage, Perrini, Vurra and Costanza (2010) for clarification of elements affecting improvement of enterprise activities. Other scientists express the significance of worth social creation and contend about absence of research in social business enterprise procedure and social activities improvement (Sundaramurthy, Musteen, and Randel, 2013; Weerawardena and Mort, 2012; Mair and Martí, 2006; Santos, 2012). Austin, Stevenson, and Wei-Skillern (2006) affirm that assessment of social business enterprise as action, its sources of info and picked up effect is mind-boggling, muddled, and not metered procedure. As there is no bound together mentality to advancement of social enterprise activities, there is a requirement for further
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inquire about now (Perrini, Vurro, and Costanzo, 2010). In light of the above contentions we propose the accompanying inquiries to lead this exploration: what are drivers for social enterprise activities? How social business enterprise activities may be created?

The motivation behind this paper is to give a hypothetical system of social business enterprise activities improvement. The paper is based on the investigation and combination of logical writing, which empowers to depict the wonder of social business enterprise and production of social business activities. Writing investigation was led and dependent on results. A hypothetical system was proposed for further inquire about. This paper expands past investigations by giving hypothetical structure which may be utilized for further look into in encouraging social business activities in the distinctive setting.

Responding to research questions is significant for a few reasons. The examination gave in this paper can assist directors in creating the viable social business enterprise activities process and urge them to begin new activities. The hypothetical ramifications could be valuable for national governments, nearby experts, arrangement producers as the proposed structure could contribute to making increasingly suitable conditions for the advancement of social enterprise activities.

1. Importance of social entrepreneurship and its initiatives

The social business enterprise is a very new and complex wonder. Different creators give various meanings of social business enterprise. In them parts extend from social equity, social worth, feasible financial structures, fashioning another balance, utilizing advancement, pioneering aptitudes, advertise holes, taking care of social issues, to a social business visionary as a change operator (Zahra et al., 2009). Michael Porter in his meeting even connected social business enterprise with new, future request, alleged transformational private enterprise, as social business enterprise makes shared worth (Driver, 2011). Social enterprise is advantageous for society for what it's worth as one sort of social development and might carry advantages to different partners: for business - ascend in wages and benefits, client's volume, devotion and fulfillment, business notoriety; for the social-focused on gatherings: decrease of joblessness and social prohibition of social-focused on gatherings; for the state: ideal popular sentiment, diminished contamination and the state's picture".

It tends to be clarified by explanation, that for every nation, regardless of what its social or financial improvement is one of the most significant achievement factors is the security of society and, in this way, during circumstances such as the present it is important to utilize such social development strategies as the social business enterprise (Kostetska and Berezyak, 2014). Social enterprise advancement, its rise globally is impacted by the three fundamental elements – the interest (open want for social administrations/items, as client or client), the supply (social business visionaries) and third – in light of the earth and institutional factor that impact the past two components (Chell et al., 2010). Nowadays the social business enterprise marvel on the planet has picked up force and as contended by Kostetska and Berezyak (2014) for social enterprise improvement, its advancement and development on the planet different establishments, associations are being built up, for example, the „Schwab Foundation for Social Entrepreneurship" in Switzerland or the „Ashoka Foundation" in India. Nonetheless, social business is as yet a developing zone for logical research and the social enterprise hypothesis is still in the phase of conceptualization (Greблика, 2012). Certo and Miller (2008) featured a couple of headings for scientists from various orders – in training for social business visionaries, in their attributes and execution improvement assessment, just as systems and the significance of funding contemplations, and worth production of social enterprise. We can express that various nations have diverse social business inclusion points of interest. Chell et al. (2010) contend that even in Europe there is variety in the social enterprise elaboration. So in every nation with various affected components is likely that there will likewise be varieties in social business circumstance: drivers, openings, challenges, and various directions and examples of overcoming adversity of social enterprise activities advancement.
Social business enterprise expectations and activities, for the most part, originate from emotional standards and frame of mind (Prieto et al., 2012). Social business activities advancement is, where social business people as principle on-screen characters, with specific aptitudes, are trying to make social worth (Adomaviciute et al., 2012) They are affected by the condition that upgrade and animate social business people take activities (Oana and Shahrazad, 2013) and developments, that play one of the pivotal jobs in the social enterprise and its drives (Datta, 2011).

Analysts, specialists and enormous undertakings worldwide are giving more consideration regarding the social enterprise; it appears that it is another change of market and society, an incredible modification of working together. For instance, the Government of the United Kingdom has given another strategy for subsidizing social business enterprise activities (Tulba, 2014). One of the IT segment pioneers - Google - has propelled social business activities in different fields (Dees, 2007). Anyway circumstance in Central and Eastern European nations, including Lithuania, lingers behind and it should be changed so as to pick up the dependability of society, to satisfy the market need, to change the impression of business, to arrive at duties to European Union and accomplish given targets.

2. Method

The paper is based on the investigation and combination of logical writing, which empowers to depict the marvel of social business and its drives. The writing examination was directed and dependent on results. A hypothetical structure was proposed for further inquire about. The calculated model is fabricated dependent on information process-yield rationale model. Fundamental factors dependent on hypothetical investigation were recognized. Data sources are relevant components, hierarchical and singular; forms are exercises dependent on business approach, for example, openings acknowledgment, development and abuse; and yields that emerge from information sources and procedures are advantages made by exercises, for example, social worth and potential outcomes for replication of social enterprise activities.

3. Results

The hypothetical research has indicated benefits that social business enterprise brings; a social-pioneering setting factor that is a most significant test for the social business people – absence of orderly approach on legitimate, assessment, collaboration and institutional conditions, arrangement of experts (Kostetska and Berezyak, 2014). Contending that there is absence of research in region, the reasonable model of the social business activities improvement was made and it is introduced in Figure 1.
The process of social entrepreneurship initiative development covers several stages: context, processes, and results. The importance of context was analyzed by Grimes, McMullen, Vogus, & Miller (2013), who stated that above all else, it is important to investigate the earth and conditions that give chances to address social issues by social business activities. The job of social business visionary in social enterprise activity advancement was featured by Zahra, Gedajlovic, Neubaum, and Shulman, (2009). They contend that social business people make a critical effect on their networks - by utilizing plans of action they give answers for troublesome and complex social issues. This is the way shared worth is made that comprise both – social and monetary worth. Perrini, Vurra, and Costanza (2010) have recognized the accompanying phases of social business enterprise advancement: 1) social business enterprise opportunity distinguishing proof; 2) open door assessment; 3) open door abuse; 4) development. Bessant and Tidd (2011), during the time, spent social business features: the target of social duty; ownership of vision; recognizable opportunity proof, which can be both cognizant and oblivious; the quest for help to actualize changes and the significance of hazard the executives. In view of Perrini, Vurra, and Costanza (2010) proposed social activities advancement rationale a reasonable model was shaped, when: 1) the open door is resolved, that reflects business visionaries impression of the presence of improper social circumstance; 2) assessment, concentrating on the harmony between tasks supportability and social effect; 3) mission, working standards and imaginativeness of the proposition are characterized when framing the chance; 4) social obligation mission and standards are moved to the fitting model, structure; 5) an open door happens because of hidden capability of social enterprise model and makes it conceivable to extend in an alternate setting and give a more extensive inclusion of social effect. When investigating the social enterprise activities improvement process it is important to feature the social business person - the significance of his character; his comprehension of the social issue, exercises association; his capacity to take care of issues in a maintainable methodology, to utilize various wellsprings of data and under certain ecological conditions to begin social business enterprise activity. Just as featuring the worth social blend with supportable monetary model and that all phases of the procedure are occurring in a specific setting. The concern with respect to social business activities improvement should originate from various partners by joining endeavors, looking for long haul benefits and picking up cooperative energies (Lauzikas and Cernikovaite, 2011), by and by the fundamental driver for change is social business visionary himself (Adomaviciute et al., 2012). In synopsis it tends to be expressed that social business enterprise activities advancement procedure begins with activity of dynamic professional associations with different partners and is driven by the vision that social business visionary sees obviously and works intentionally to accomplish worth social creation and effective exchange of activity to different markets.

Discussion and Conclusions

This examination shows up at the convergence of social duty and business enterprise writing, joining the social worth, innovative conduct, and opportunity acknowledgment ideas. The paper gives a calculated model of the social business improvement activities, which interfaces logical and innovative individual components, social open doors acknowledgment factors and results as early qualities from the social enterprise advancement process.

The aftereffects of examination demonstrated that logical elements assume a significant job on the social enterprise activities improvement process. Logical variables, particularly institutional, lawful and social condition components, could bolster or be fundamental obstructions for social activities advancement. Lithuania could be a genuine model for such exchange. An issue that was brought up in 2007 – "inquires about social
endeavors action demonstrate that the Law of Social Enterprises insufficiently encourages businessman to take initiatives” (Simanaviciene, 2007) is still present now, at 2015. Advantages that social business enterprise brings to society are unmistakably expressed in the looks into, just as truth that European Union gives more noteworthy regard for social business (Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Lithuania, 2012). Absence of data, shared concurrence on definitions, lawful system choices brings up an issue if what has been done in logical research, by experts and business was sufficient? Are changes that are recognized to be incited by social business enterprises still to come? These inquiries are as yet open.

Condensing we can express, that this paper expands past examinations by giving hypothetical system which may be utilized for further inquire about in encouraging social enterprise activities in the distinctive institutional setting, by government associations or business. Another heading may be founded on pursuits of experimental proof of the proposed calculated system. Relative investigation of social business person's conduct with regards to Central Jurgita Sekliuckiene and Eimantas Kisielius/Procedia - Social and Behavioral Sciences 213 (2015) 1015 – 1019 also, Eastern European nations would be valuable. Another course could be a more profound understanding of how business visionaries recreate social activities to outside business sectors and spotlight on universal social enterprise issues.
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